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The national bestseller and undying testament of a wife’s love for her husband as he embarks

on the fight of his life.On a story assignment in France for the New York Times Magazine,

Martha Weinman Lear has just escaped tourist-infested Cannes for a quiet pension in the hills

behind the Riviera when she gets the call from New York. Her husband has suffered a massive

heart attack and is in the hospital.Harold Lear, a fifty-three-year-old urologist and leader in the

field of human sexuality research, suddenly finds himself in the helpless role of the patient.

Ripping into the Lears’ lives and marriage, Hal’s coronary disease sends them on a journey

through New York City’s medical maze. With bittersweet poignancy, Lear chronicles her

husband’s valiant efforts to combat his sickness as more heart attacks and devastating

postsurgical complications befall him.A stunning work of medical drama and

journalism, Heartsounds is above all the gripping story of a passionate, enduring love.

“An absorbing, wild, funny, tender, enraging and absolutely remarkable account . . . This is an

awesome and gripping book. It is about loving as much as about dying. . . . I came away

from Heartsounds feeling sad and glad—and very, very shaken.” —Maggie Scarf, The New

York Times Book Review“A testament to the power of human love and the will to live!” —

Publishers Weekly“Heartsounds is a book that reads like a fine novel. . . . A rare, beautifully

written cry against the modern ways of death, against death itself: It is worth every degree of

the pain it takes to read it.” —Joanne Greenberg, Chicago Sun-Times“Heartsounds, a deeply

felt account of a brave doctor’s fight for a full life after a crippling heart attack, is both a

celebration of an enviably good marriage and a cry of outrage—a book filled with love and

honor and roaring against the night.” —Mordecai Richler, Book-of-the-Month Club News“It

hurts, illuminates, loads the circuits with rage, transmits the energy of a great love . . .

Beautifully written!” —Gail Sheehy“Exhilarating—thanks to Lear’s proud honesty!” —Gore

Vidal“It is Love Story made honest and life-size!” —Ira Levin“The most moving love story I have

ever read.” —Joanne Woodward“Written from the heart . . . It has much to say about the human

spirit. I can’t imagine anyone reading this book without feeling the better for it.” —Norman

Cousins“No praise is too high for Heartsounds. . . . An extraordinary book . . . Martha has done

a remarkable job balancing her love story with Hal, her desperate, angry struggle to save him,

along with tough, specific reportage on the medical profession. . . . What a sense Martha has

for anecdote, for character, for time and place . . . for life.” —Patricia Bosworth“The most

courageous book I have ever read . . . A brilliant, powerful love story.” —Nancy Friday“This is so

lusty, so passionate and powerful a love story that it seems to stand up to death itself.” —Marlo

Thomas“A searing chronicle of grace under pressure . . . Readers may learn to make that

ultimate toast with which Martha Lear concludes her book: L’chaim—to life.” —The San

Francisco Examiner“Engrossing, touching and very frightening . . . Martha Lear is an eloquent,

powerful writer.” — Dr. William A. Nolen, The Washington Post“Unsparing, proud . . . One

weeps through the last chapter.” —Los Angeles Times“A deeply stirring book . . . Though the

story is a familiar one, I have never before read it set down with such power and emotion.” —

John Barkham Reviews“A riveting account of life and love and, yes, death.” —The Washington

StarAbout the AuthorMartha Weinman Lear is the author of Where Did I Leave My Glasses? as

well as the bestsellers The Child Worshipers and Heartsounds, which became a Peabody

Award–winning film. She is a former articles editor and staff writer for the New York Times



Magazine and has written extensively for that and many other national publications, including

AARP The Magazine, the New Yorker, the New York Times Book Review, GQ, House

Beautiful, Redbook, Ladies’ Home Journal, Woman’s Day, McCall’s, Family

Circle, and Reader’s Digest, often on medical, cultural, and sociological subjects. She lives in

New York City with her husband, screenwriter Albert Ruben. 
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Praise for Heartsounds“Absorbing, wild, funny, tender, enraging, absolutely remarkable … An

awesome and gripping book. It is about loving as much as about dying.”—The New York Times

Book Review“If love, humor, and determination could restore a ruined heart, surely the Lears

would have won.”—Cosmopolitan“Reads like a fine novel that has the additional resonance of

truth.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer“[A] powerful and moving account of a man, a woman and an

illness.”—The Dallas Morning News“A testament to the power of human love and the will to

live!”—Publishers Weekly“Heartsounds is a book that reads like a fine novel. … A rare,

beautifully written cry against the modern ways of death, against death itself: It is worth every

degree of the pain it takes to read it.”—Joanne Greenberg, Chicago Sun-Times“Heartsounds, a

deeply felt account of a brave doctor’s fight for a full life after a crippling heart attack, is both a

celebration of an enviably good marriage and a cry of outrage—a book filled with love and

honor and roaring against the night.”—Mordecai Richler, Book-of-the-Month Club News“It

hurts, illuminates, loads the circuits with rage, transmits the energy of a great love …

beautifully written!”—Gail Sheehy“Exhilarating—thanks to Lear’s proud honesty!”—Gore

Vidal“It is Love Story made honest and life-size!”—Ira Levin“The most moving love story I have

ever read.”—Joanne Woodward“Written from the heart … It has much to say about the human

spirit. I can’t imagine anyone reading this book without feeling the better for it.”—Norman

Cousins“No praise is too high for Heartsounds. … An extraordinary book … Martha has done a

remarkable job balancing her love story with Hal, her desperate, angry struggle to save him,

along with tough, specific reportage on the medical profession. … What a sense Martha has

for anecdote, for character, for time and place … for life.”—Patricia Bosworth“The most

courageous book I have ever read … A brilliant, powerful love story.”—Nancy Friday“This is so

lusty, so passionate and powerful a love story, that it seems to stand up to death itself.”—Marlo

Thomas“A searing chronicle of grace under pressure … Readers may learn to make that

ultimate toast with which Martha Lear concludes her book: L’chaim—to life.”—The San

Francisco Examiner“Engrossing, touching and very frightening … Martha Lear is an eloquent,

powerful writer.”—Dr. William A. Nolen, The Washington Post“Unsparing, proud … One weeps

through the last chapter.”—Los Angeles Times“A deeply stirring book … Though the story is a

familiar one, I have never before read it set down with such power and emotion.”—John

Barkham Reviews“A riveting account of life and love and, yes, death.”—The Washington

StarHeartsoundsThe Story of a Love and LossMartha Weinman LearFor those who loved

HalThis is a true story.Only some names have been changed.ForewordThe past is never

where you think you left it.In ten lean words, the novelist Katherine Anne Porter pinned an

elusive truth to the wall.This book is an illustration of that truth. It is about a doctor who

suddenly became a patient. He suffered a massive heart attack, followed by more heart

attacks, ruinous open-heart surgery, medical error, arrogance, and indifference. Increasingly,

this once-powerful surgeon found himself at the mercy of the profession in which he had

always taken such pride.Heartsounds is the story of that medical odyssey. It is also the story of

a marriage. Both as the reporter and as the doctor’s wife, I watched it all happen and recorded

what it did to his spirits and to my own, and what it taught us about love, about ourselves,

about each other, and about the entangled strands of need, desire, autonomy, and

dependency that constitute a marriage.The book became a bestseller, which of course pleased

me greatly but also threw me for a loop. It is a schizoid experience to have success emerge

from grief. The book was made into a film, with the actors James Garner playing my husband

and Mary Tyler Moore playing me. I received some two thousand letters from readers, many



describing their own medical nightmares. “You spoke for me,” one typically said. “You expressed

all the angry feelings I never dared express. Heartsounds was my catharsis.”Many others were

about our marriage: “What you and Hal shared in that brief time was more than most people

share in a lifetime …” and “It was the most moving love story I have ever read. I felt like I knew

you both. I cried when he died …”All that was years ago—bittersweet history, I would have

thought. But a recent personal event sent me plummeting back into that past, brought my life

full circle, and led to a new book, a sequel of sorts, called Echoes of Heartsounds.The event: I

had a heart attack. No headliner there; each year, some seven hundred twenty thousand

Americans suffer heart attacks. But now I found myself in my late husband’s hospital, where he

had trained as a surgeon, then treated patients, then become a patient, and then died. Same

cardiac unit, same familiar corridors, even the same attending doctor. So the ghosts came

swarming in.Now another husband, also dearly loved, sat at my bedside as I had sat at Hal’s.

Another husband wheeled me in a wheelchair through these corridors where I had wheeled

Hal. And amid these ghosts and confusions, past and present began to merge and I kept

traveling through time and space to that other bedside, that other marriage—that other life.This

book and the new one tell the story of both those lives. They are companion pieces.

Heartsounds is the backstory, out of which everything else follows. Echoes of Heartsounds

goes from the emotional storms and social quandaries of widowhood to the astonishment of

finding new love in my senior years, and on to my sudden cardiac crisis and the persistence of

those ghosts that forced me to confront the past and put it, finally, to rest.Martha Weinman

LearPart OneChapter 1He awoke at 7 A.M. with pain in his chest. The sort of pain that might

cause panic if one were not a doctor, as he was, and did not know, as he knew, that it was

heartburn.He went into the kitchen to get some Coke, whose secret syrups often relieve

heartburn. The refrigerator door seemed heavy, and he noted that he was having trouble

unscrewing the bottle cap. Finally he wrenched it off, cursing the defective cap. He poured

some liquid, took a sip. The pain did not go away. Another sip; still no relief.Now he grew more

attentive. He stood motionless, observing symptoms. His breath was coming hard. He felt faint.

He was sweating, though the August morning was still cool. He put fingers to his pulse. It was

rapid and weak. A powerful burning sensation was beginning to spread through his chest,

radiating upward into his throat. Into his arm? No. But the pain was growing worse. Now it was

crushing—“crushing,” just as it is always described. And worse even than the pain was the

sensation of losing all power, a terrifying seepage of strength. He could feel the entire

degenerative process accelerating. He was growing fainter, faster. The pulse was growing

weaker, faster. He was sweating much more profusely now—a heavy, clammy sweat. He felt

that the life juices were draining from his body. He felt that he was about to die.On some level

he stood aside and observed all this with a certain clinical detachment. Here, the preposterous

spectacle of this thin naked man holding a tumbler of Coke and waiting to die in an orange

Formica kitchen on a sunny summer morning in the fifty-third year of his life.I’ll be damned, he

thought. I can’t believe it.It had crept up on him so sneakily. He had awakened earlier, at 6:30,

with an ache, not a pain really, high up there in the pit of the stomach, and wondering what

might have caused it, possibly the broiled-chicken snack at midnight, he had padded into the

bathroom and had caught his reflection in the mirror: pallid under the tan, blue eyes dulled, the

hollows beneath them deep and dark.You look like hell, he had told himself. Go back to sleep.

It’s Saturday.So he had gone back to bed, but not to sleep. It was a habit he could not break.

Whether he had slept eight hours or two, alone or not, in his own bed or in some vacation spot

five thousand miles from home; whether he had worked or boozed or counted his debts or

fought with his wife or mourned a friend the night before; on weekends or on New Year’s Day,



with or without headaches, backaches, upper respiratories, whatever: even when he willed

himself to linger in the bed and there was no reason at all not to do so, he was always up at

6:30, his own most reliable alarm clock, instantly alert, ready to wash, dress, gulp the coffee,

scan the front page, drive to the hospital and appear at 8 A.M. in the operating room, scrubbed

and ready to cut. A habit.He had lain there thinking about this habit, and perhaps finally he had

dozed for a few minutes, but then he had wakened again with the pain worse, and had gone for

the Coke. And now he was at the edge of an abyss.He made his way back to the bedroom,

clutching walls for support. He eased himself onto the bed, picked up the telephone receiver

and, with fingers that felt like foreign objects, dialed the Manhattan emergency number.A

woman’s voice, twangy: “This is 911. Can I help you?”He spoke slowly, struggling to enunciate

each word clearly:“My name is Dr. Harold Lear. I live at ——. I am having a heart attack. My

doctor’s name is ——. I am too weak to look up his number. Please call him and tell him to

come right away.”“Sir, I’m sorry. This is 911. I can’t call your doctor.”“But I need him.”“Well, I’m

sorry. This is strictly an emergency service.”“This is an emergency. A heart attack.”“Sir, I’m very

sorry.” Reproach in the voice. “I can’t call your doctor. We don’t do that.”He thought he might

laugh or cry. He felt trapped in an old Nichols and May routine: I think my arm is broken. Yes,

sir, what is your Blue Cross number? I don’t know. You don’t know? Well, I don’t have my card,

but I have this arm, you see … You don’t have your card? You should always carry your card. …

Now he felt not panic, but a certain professional urgency. A familiar statistic plucked at his brain

like an advertising slogan: 50 percent of all coronary victims die in the first ten minutes. “Thank

you,” he said to 911, and hung up.Slowly he tugged on a robe, staggered back into the foyer

and pressed for the elevator. At this hour it was on self-service. When it arrived, he entered,

pushed 1 and CLOSE DOOR, and braced himself against the wall. Suddenly he knew that if he

did not lie down he would fall. He lowered himself to the floor. When the elevator door opened,

he rolled out into the lobby and said to the startled doorman, “Get a wheelchair. Get me to the

emergency room. I am having a heart attack.”“An ambulance, Doctor? Shouldn’t we get an

ambulance?”“No. No time. A wheelchair.” Then he lost clarity.He was next aware of being in a

wheelchair that was careening down the street. His head was way back, resting against a

softness that seemed to be a belly. He did not know whose it was, but he was so pleased to

have that belly for support.The hospital—his hospital, where he was on staff—was nearby, a

few blocks from his home. He felt the wheelchair take a corner with a wild side-to-side lurch

and go rattling on toward the emergency room. Though his mind was floating and he could not

keep his eyes open, that curiously disengaged observer within him reached automatically for

the pulse. He could no longer detect any beat. He was very cold, very clammy, and he knew

that he was in shock.I am dying now, he thought. I am dying in a creaky wheelchair that is

rattling down the avenue, half a block from the emergency room. Isn’t this silly. And then: Well,

if I am dying, why isn’t my life flashing in front of me? Nothing is flashing. Where is my life?The

apartment-house doorman, who was steering the wheelchair, and a janitor, who was running

alongside, recalled later that he was smiling. They wondered why.Finally the chair screeched to

a halt. He opened his eyes. Crutches, pulleys, traction, all the paraphernalia of an orthopedic

treatment room. Damn it, he thought, we’ve come to the wrong place. A uniformed security

guard stood nearby, eyeing him idly. “Excuse me,” he said to the guard, “but I am having a heart

attack. Can you direct us to the right room?” And slipped out of consciousness again.Then,

dimly, he felt himself being lifted onto a stretcher, sensed noise and light and a sudden

commotion about him. They were giving him nasal oxygen, taking his pulse, taking his blood

pressure, starting an intravenous, getting a cardiogram—the total force of modern emergency

care suddenly mobilized; a team clicking away with the impersonality of an overwhelmingly



efficient machine.He understood that at this moment he was no more than a body with

pathology. They were not treating a person; they were treating an acute coronary case in

severe shock. They were racing, very quickly, against time. He himself had run this race so

often, working in just this detached silent way on nameless, faceless bodies with pathologies.

He did not resent the impersonality. He simply noted it. But one of the medical team, a young

woman who was taking his blood pressure, seemed concerned about him. She patted him on

the shoulder. She said, “How do you feel?” It was the only departure from this cool efficiency,

and he felt achingly grateful for it. Ah, he thought in some fogged corner of the brain, she must

be a medical student. She hasn’t yet learned to depersonalize. She will. We all do. What a pity.

(Later—he thought it was that same day, but it may have been the next—she came up to the

coronary-care unit, and took his hand and said, “How are you doing, Dr. Lear?” and smiled at

him. He never knew her name, and he never forgot her.)The painkillers had taken effect now.

He could breathe. A whitecoated figure said, “Well, there’s no question about your having a

heart attack.”What a dumb way to put it, he thought. I don’t know what he’s saying, “What do

you mean, ‘no question’? Did I or didn’t I?”“You did. Look.” The doctor, clearly irritated, thrust

the cardiogram reading in front of his face. He peered at it. The fine ink lines traced a crazy

path across the paper tape. Groggy as he was, he could see that he was having one hell of a

heart attack.Now administrative forces descended upon him. They asked about next-of-kin.His

wife was out of the country, he said.Where?He wasn’t sure.Children?His son was traveling too.

He could not remember his daughter’s married name.Siblings? None. Parents? None. Finally

he gave them the name of a friend.His own doctor was abroad. The covering doctor was a

stranger to him. “Whom do you want?” they asked. He couldn’t think of anyone else. This

seemed to rattle them. He could not simply be admitted; he had to have an admitting doctor.

They conferred for what seemed like a very long time while he lay there, feeling agreeably

hazy, bittersweet strains of Nichols and May playing again in his ear. Finally they sent him

upstairs, doctorless.He remembered thinking, just before he passed into a long, deep sleep,

How can I get hold of Martha? I’ve got to get hold of Martha, because if I die without telling her,

she will never forgive me.He knew this was the logic of a deranged mind. A nurse wondered, as

his street escorts had wondered earlier, why he was smiling.Chapter 2“Mild?” I screamed, for

the overseas connection was dreadful. “Did you say ‘mild’?”“No, I did not say ‘mild.’ I said

‘myo.’” The voice muffled but smooth, cool; these strange phrases as easy as butter on his

tongue. “Your husband has suffered a myocardial infarction.” Pause. “A massive myocardial

infarction.”Massive. I hadn’t been prepared for that.The first call had come, just an hour before,

from the Paris bureau of The New York Times. No one else would have known where to reach

me. Two days earlier I had fled a tourist-choked Cannes, driven up into the hills behind the

Riviera and found a pension in a mountain village named Magagnosc. The place was small

and quiet, not crawling with couples, and I found comfort in the fact that the proprietors called

me by name. I had informed the Times people of my move, for we were trying to set up an

interview with Simone de Beauvoir and were in daily contact.“Lewis Bergman would like you to

call him right away,” a secretary from the Paris bureau had said. Bergman was then the editor

of the Times Sunday Magazine, and a close friend.“Oh? What’s it about?”“I don’t know. This is

the telephone number.”I knew the number: his home telephone in New York. Instantly I began

floating, on waves of adrenaline, toward the Wailing Wall. This happens so easily. It is in the

blood, this readiness for hysteria that gets passed down from mother to daughter like the family

silver. Our cultural heritage: sons inherit obsessiveness; daughters inherit hysteria. Bergman,

calling Paris to reach me from his home? On a Saturday? This was no business call. Hal was

dead. Or had had a heart attack. There were no other possibilities.Still, I had tried to pretend



that there were others. Wait, now, I lectured myself. Don’t hurry to call him. Prove to yourself

that this is not necessarily a crisis. Think reasonable thoughts. Think that Bergman wants me to

do a rush assignment. Think that he wants to say hello. Think that he wants to discuss some

questions to put to de Beauvoir, questions that simply happened to occur to him on a Saturday,

at home. …Tell me, Mlle. de Beauvoir, do you feel as strong and independent as you sound?

Do you really have it all that together? Do you ever feel lonely? Did you ever want to marry

Sartre? No, no, not as a bourgeois gesture, but to … you understand … to formalize your

commitment? Do you think about how life would be without him? Do you sit around worrying

about whether he’s going to have a heart attack? Do you …So I sat quietly on the bed for

fifteen interminable minutes, considering other possibilities, and then I went to the telephone to

confirm what I absolutely knew.Bergman, with such a harsh message to deliver, sounded

nervous. “Now, look, Martha, don’t get nervous, it’s just that Hal is feeling a little sick. …”“He’s

dead?” Oh, galloping now toward the Wailing Wall.“Dead! Good heavens, no, of course he’s not

dead. He’s just had this little …”“He’s had a heart attack?”“Well, sort of. Yes. But it’s nothing

much, it’s just this little …”“Oh, God. You’re sure he’s not dead?”“Of course he’s not dead. I tell

you he’s fine. I saw him this afternoon. He was bitching because he can’t make our tennis date

tomorrow.” He laughed leadenly. Much later, I learned what this call and that hospital visit had

cost him. My husband, lying in an intensive care unit at the mercy of his own heart, had

nonetheless been trying to figure how to get the news to me with least trauma. In some

narcotic-fogged corner of his mind, it had seemed logical that if I got the call from Bergman, I

would assume it was a business matter and not be frightened. So Bergman, who had lost his

dearest friends to coronaries in the past several years, had been summoned to the bedside of

yet another friend who lay hovering on the brink. The two men were not that close. But still,

what a wrench in such moments, what a fearsome thing! To be American, male, in one’s fifties,

a compulsive worker—as who of them is not?—worried about cholesterol and unpaid bills,

working under stress and watching old friends succumb, one by one, to that crisis of the heart

… I do not suppose women can fully understand that fear. Not that particular one. We agonize

instead over cancer; we take as a personal threat the lump in every friend’s breast.“I’ll get the

next plane home,” I said.“There’s no hurry. I mean, I think it would be a good idea, but Hal said

to be sure to tell you that there’s no hurry.”“No hurry! My God, he may be dying and there’s no

hurry.”“Now, look, I told you he’s bitching about the tennis. Don’t go to pieces, for Christ’s sake

…”But of course I went quite to pieces. Monsieur and Madame, the proprietors of my little

pension, were in the kitchen. I went to them, stuttering, unable to make sense.“Mon mari. Un

coup de coeur,” I cried, striking my chest with a fist.They stared uncomprehendingly. I didn’t

know how to get through. I kept striking my chest. “Mon mari, malade, ici,” I cried, and finally

they seemed to understand. They petted me. They made sounds of comfort. Some phrases I

understood: It happens to many doctors. They work too hard, n’est-ce pas? Now that he has a

warning, he will work less hard. He will recover and live long. And so forth, trying their best.We

then called the hospital—Monsieur yelling, “Urgent! Urgent!” but still it took forever. Finally a

voice, blurred but unmistakably Brooklynese: “Good evening, ——— Hospital.”I screamed that I

wanted information about Dr. Lear. Immediately I was off on my own Nichols and May trip. Dr.

Lear, the voice said; was he on staff or a patient? A patient, I yelled. His room number? I don’t

know. Just a moment, then, we’ll transfer you to Information. …“Don’t cut me off!” I shouted, for

I knew these hospital switchboards. “I’m calling from France. …”The Brooklyn voice again,

injured: “I’m not cutting you awf, lady.”Another voice: “Good evening, Maternity. …”“Oh, please,

no. My husband, his name is Dr. Lear, he’s had a heart attack.”“A heart attack? Oh, well, then,

he wouldn’t be in Maternity. Just a moment, we’ll try to switch you. …”Then I heard a third voice



say: “Dr. Lear? Oh, yes, he’s in Coronary Care. Hold on. …” And finally, now, here was the

resident on duty, telling me something about a massive myocardial infarction.I couldn’t

understand. I had been married to a doctor for all those years, and “massive” was a common

household word signifying other people’s problems—no more. I knew jargon. My husband was

a urologist, and I could sling around “transurethral resection” and “prostatic CA” with style, as

though I knew what I was talking about. But what did I know of “massive myocardial infarction”?

It wasn’t his specialty.I’d moved in a society of predominantly male doctors and their wives, and

doctors’ wives—especially surgeons’ wives; especially in small communities, where they are

known—are accustomed to homage and tithings.In Hartford, Connecticut, where my husband

had been in private practice for twenty years before moving back to New York, I had been

embraced often by strangers. They would say, “Your husband saved my mother’s life,” or “If I

could ever do anything for you, I would be so happy,” or “To me, your husband is God.” People

say such things when lives have been in the balance. Most doctors’ families are accustomed to

it; the first time it happened to me, when I’d been married for two weeks and a salesclerk had

gazed at my charge card, and at me, and back at the card, and that look, something of awe,

had come into her eyes and she had said, “You’re his wife? Your husband is the most

wonderful man in the world,” I’d gone near faint with pleasure.But we are not accustomed to

being on the other side of the equation. We are not accustomed to feeling helpless, or to

asking frightened questions of awesome figures in white coats. We answer telephones in the

middle of the night and speak soothingly to terrified voices. We wait in hospital lobbies for our

husbands to finish work and take us to the movies, and smile soothingly into terrified faces. We

do social work among the terrified, walk with detached empathy among the terrified, but we are

not accustomed to terror. We never really hear words such as “massive” and “critical”; we never

grasp them. We know only that some poor bastard has trouble and our husbands are going to

be late getting home again; they are going to muck up another fine dinner party.Massive. “Is he

dying? Is he in pain?”“He is resting comfortably. But of course, it’s too early to know. There

could be another. …”Well, of course there could be another, one didn’t have to be married to a

doctor to know that there could be another, it wasn’t an illogical thing to say. And yet at 3,000

miles it seemed gratuitous.“Can I speak to him?” Of course not. Massive.And then, inexplicably:

“Yes, I think we can arrange that. Hold on. …”There were buzzes and gurgles on the wire, I

thought we’d lost the connection, and suddenly I heard Hal’s voice, weak but even: “Hi, darling,”

and I felt the ecstasy of reprieve. I had taken mescaline once. It was like that: ecstasy, and

astonishment at one’s own capacity for ecstasy.“How are you?” he said.From that place where I

was floating, I heard myself say, “I’m fine. I’ll be home tonight or tomorrow.”“There’s no rush.”“I

know, but I’d like to come home.”“Vacation’s over?”“Oh, I’d rather spend the rest of it with

you.”“Okay,” he said, and I knew from that “Okay” how close to the precipice he felt. We

exchanged, ever so casually, assurances of love and good cheer, and hung up.It was 7 P.M.

There were no more night flights. I got a reservation on the 7 A.M. flight from Nice to Paris, and

a 10 A.M. flight to New York.Madame put me at a table and brought me wine and an omelet. I

drank a great deal quickly. There were dinner guests now, but Monsieur came over and sat and

smoked with me, as though he hadn’t another thing to do. I gave him a long monologue, in

English, about how my father had collapsed of a heart attack in the middle of my brother’s

wedding, and how Hal had tried to save him, and couldn’t; and how I had twinned them in my

head in so many ways, father and husband, and had often confused the two in my dreams,

losing now one and then the other—crude Freudian stuff; and how so many men on both sides

of Hal’s family had died young, in their forties and fifties, of heart attacks; and how I had lived

with some rational core of dread, for he was a genetic patsy; and how heavily he smoked and



how hard he worked and so on, on and on … and Monsieur kept nodding his head and saying,

“Oui. Oui,” with the sweetest and clearest compassion, although he could not understand a

word of English.At midnight I went up to my room. I set the alarm for five, then lay listening to

the half-hour and quarter-hour chimes of the church bell. I felt hazy, alienated, standing aside

and watching myself in this bed. I thought, Maybe she is a widow now, and began to cry again,

but in the strangest, calmest way. The tears simply flowed, soaking my hair and the sheets, and

I didn’t move. When the alarm went off I got up, washed, packed, carried my bags out to the

car, fastened my seat belt and set out down the mountainside, just at daybreak, still with the

heavy tears flowing and still with this sense of standing apart from myself, watching.At the

airport, the car-rental agency was closed. I asked the information-counter attendant to return

the keys for me.“I can’t accept the responsibility,” she said.“My husband has had a heart

attack,” I said.I did not understand the sequitur, and neither did she, but she took the keys.At

the Air France counter, a clerk said, “In dollars, $444.”“One way?”“One way.”“But that’s terrible.

The three-week tours are $365 round trip.”He gave me a lifted eyebrow.“My husband has had a

heart attack,” I told him accusingly, paying off in whatever little I had left—French currency,

American currency, traveler’s checks.On the plane I fell asleep immediately; I changed planes

in Paris and again slept. A stewardess woke me for lunch. They showed a film, a comedy.

Momentarily I would become absorbed in the screen images, go with them, and everything

would be all right. Then suddenly I would drop back into my own reality and think, Wait, now,

something terrible is going on, I’m feeling terrible about something. What is it, what is it? Oh,

yes. Hal has had a heart attack. Oh, God …Finally the lights went on. Across from me sat a

handsome young couple, he dark, she blond, models of cool and lust and jet travel, the kind

whose pictures appear in tabloids above captions reading: “… in Acapulco and looking very

much in love, but say they have no plans to marry. …”They both wore expensive jeans. They

both wore tight-fitting shirts, hers unbuttoned to show a lovely cleavage, his to show the

requisite gold chain gleaming on a tanned chest. They stretched, they nuzzled. Once he

reached a hand into her shirt and I watched his fingers squeezing her nipple. They smiled

lazily. She pushed up his sleeve and ran her tongue slowly down the length of his forearm,

licking the dark hairs. I shivered.Once, in a plane, going off on our wedding trip—he in a dark

suit and I in something new and pink; one didn’t wear jeans, then, to go away—we had nuzzled

and played in this way. Two women across the aisle had stared at us, and finally one had

leaned over and said, ever so shyly, “Pardon me, but we were just wondering … Are you two

on your honeymoon?”It had made me feel marvelous. Powerful. We hadn’t been so young, not

nearly so young—I 30, Hal 41—that it was logical to take us for honeymooners. But the manner

was unmistakable, I suppose. There is such an arrogance to new love.Now I stared at these

two across the aisle. I felt mesmerized by them. I wanted to be them. They both turned

suddenly and caught me staring. To my horror I began to cry—not quietly, as before, but with a

loud, pungent grief now, rocking and moaning.“My husband has had a heart attack,” I

wailed.They reddened and looked away.Some hours later, at Kennedy, I broke my last $20

taking a cab into the city. Of course I told the driver too about my husband’s heart attack, and

he told me about his own.Chapter 3A nurse, smiling wordlessly and bobbing her starched and

stoic little cap, ushers me into the coronary-care unit.This place is so hushed, like a church or a

funeral home. It smells of danger. Everything here is hearts. Men, all men, I can see them, lying

on the brink, hearts freshly broken, arteries long rotted, vital passages plugged, God knows

what.I follow her past the open cubicles and look into each and away, fast, as though from

shameful sights. In each, a small tableau. The deathbed scene from countless old movies. That

high holy hush, the stricken one motionless in his bed, the haggard-faced relatives grouped



about him, just so, the whole scene framed by some kitschy and cliché-ridden director. And

here, in this last cubicle, a tableau as unreal to me as all the rest.Hal? Oh, come off it. What

baroque bullshit is this? Hal is my healthy husband who, when last seen, picked me up at a

London airport and twirled me around, I being no insignificant weight, and we gave each other

a fine big kiss and a grab or two of the butt and said, So long, see you in two months, and he

went off to America waving. So what does this charade have to do with him? With us?He lies in

that bed and plastic tubes are feeding oxygen into his nose. Needles are feeding some

colorless potion into his arm, I can see it dripping slowly from a bottle that hangs upside down

by the bed. White discs are stuck like suction cups to his chest, and wires run from these discs

to a big black machine, medical surrealism, that flashes lights and makes buzzing sounds and

sends yellow blips racing across a small gray screen. His heart, the rhythms of his heart, blip-

ping like unidentified objects on a radar screen. Danger out there in inner space.Preposterous.

Come on, Hal, disentangle yourself from those gadgets. Get up and give me a hug. You know I

hate discontinuities. Why, we were just at that airport and you … You know I can’t cope with

shifting planes of reality. You’ve given me little lectures in the past, haven’t you, eh? When my

father dropped dead, when Billy dropped dead, when Phil jumped off the roof, when your

mother lay in the morgue, when Fanny, who always had more marbles than anybody, smiled up

at me out of her arteriosclerotic mists and said, Who are you?—you gave me those neat little

reasonable Hal lectures about ebbs and flows, births and deaths, natural cycles, here today

gone tomorrow, and you know I rejected every word of it, you know all those natural cycles are

unnatural and barbaric to me. Listen, Hal: If God had meant us to fly He would have given us

wings. If God had meant us to die He would have given us different song lyrics. No Forever and

a Day, no Our Love Is Here to Stay, no Yours Till The Stars Have No Glory … I have been

inculcated with faith in immortality. It is so sweet and American. I am so sweet and American. I

have learned all my lessons. You are supposed to be here when Gibraltar tumbles, when the

mountain crumbles; you are supposed to last at least as long as the moon over Alabama. So

get up, damn it, and give me a hug.Really, he doesn’t look so bad. I don’t know what I expected

—a coma, perhaps; a cadaverous gray; some implacable terminal look. But this is not so bad.

Not the face of a dying man. He is even smiling at me and mouthing Hello. What was this

“massive” business; what was that idiot doctor telling me on the overseas call last night? Can’t

he see? Can’t he comprehend? This man is smiling. Where is the “massive”?He looks a little

pale, yes; but then, he has never been ruddy. He looks, despite those preposterous tubes in his

nose, very handsome. I have always loved to look at his face. It has seemed to me simply the

best sort of face a man could have. I don’t know why. Something in its geometry, perhaps,

sharp planes and crags, and yet with a great sweetness of expression about the eyes and the

mouth.And now his mouth is smiling and it is that same marvelous smile, ineffably sweet. His

eyes, which are an extraordinary blue, the precise blue almost of a low gas flame, glow as

always. His chest looks as solid as ever, tanned and smooth, which has always pleased me

because I never enjoyed the look or the feel of very hairy men. He looks … healthy! I would

swear that he is healthy! How could anything so bad, so massively bad, be inside that good

sturdy chest? It must be a mistake, one of those grotesque medical mix-ups … No, no, doctor,

you were supposed to take out the left kidney. …But then, why those yellow blips going crazy

on the small gray screen? Why all these Rube Goldberg nightmares, these wires and tubes

and needles and discs? And why—oh, Jesus—why this sad little tableau?Judy—his daughter,

my stepdaughter—stands by the bed, her eyes puffed and swollen almost shut with crying. We

embrace. She was a child when I married Hal, a sullen whiner, painfully split by the split of her

parents and jealous of this woman who made new claims on her daddy. And I, perceptive as a



cabbage, jealous of this kid who made prior claims on my husband, an 11-year-old and a 30-

year-old locked in silent, raging competition for first dibs on the same man. Stepmothers and

stepdaughters: what a crucible. Well, we’d both grown up and grown close. But at this moment

she is a child again, terrified that her daddy may die. My heart goes out to her. I remember

when my daddy died.And her husband Mark is here, awkward in this role. What is he supposed

to do? He has been in the family for only two months, after all. It was only two months ago, just

before Hal and I left for England, that we gave the wedding reception in our apartment, around

the corner from this hushed dangerous place, and drank champagne toasts to everything that

was going to last forever, and look at us now.And David, Hal’s cousin David, to whom I had

cabled the night before: HAL HEART ATTACK——HOSPITAL. PLEASE TAKE CHARGE.

ARRIVING TOMORROW. knowing absolutely that he would do whatever had to be done. Like

Hal, like all the men in that flamboyant, feverish family: monumental Type A’s; responsible,

reliable, guilt-ridden men, bred to bear the brunt. And my brother, Joe, bred, like me, in quite

another mold, giving me nervous little kisses, jerking a thumb toward my husband and saying,

with a weird, wistful, inept stab at humor, “He’s fine, he’s fine, he pulled this stunt just to get you

home. Right, Hal?” with a wink.And my husband, still smiling gently. He lifts an arm to wave to

motion me over, but he is too weak. It falls back on the bed.And this seems to me the worst of

anything, this small failed gesture. This breaks finally through my defenses and makes my

heart pound so hard that I feel it may pound its way out of the chest wall, and I hug myself to

contain it. Hal? Hal. My dearest with the smile and the bold blue eyes, who six weeks ago lifted

me in that airport and kissed me goodbye, is too weak to lift his own arm off the bed.The

others leave the cubicle. I move toward him and kneel down beside him and cover his left hand

with my own and put my cheek, ever so lightly, next to his, because now, close up, I see that he

is profoundly fragile, like dried petals, and if I grab or clutch he may crumble in my

hands.“Pretty dumb,” he whispers.“Damned dumb.”“I missed you.”“Me too.” Don’t cry, wretched

jellyfish.“It will be all right.”“Yes.”“It will be just like it was.”“Yes. Yes.”And we are smiling sad,

deceitful smiles at each other, both knowing that, whatever happens, it is not likely ever again

to be just like it was.“Five minutes are up, Mrs. Lear,” says the starched little nurse.And I go out

into the corridor and fall into Judy’s arms and we both cry like hell, not only for fear of losing

him but for loss itself, any loss, the lifelong loss of all the lovers and all the daddies, all the

fierce and insupportable systems of support.I met the doctor on duty.“How bad is it?” l said.He

shrugged. He reddened. He began to speak softly and cordially of “left ventricle,” “severe

damage,” “extensive death of tissue,” “danger period,” “uncertain prognosis,” all the while staring

fixedly at my left shoulder, as though I hadn’t a face.Look at me. Tell me what matters. Tell me

whether you think he is going to live or die.Nothing.“You’ll have to get a doctor,” he said.“Whom

should I get?”“I can’t tell you that. There are any number of good people on the staff.”Any

number. Pick a number. For Christ’s sake, tell me who is Number One; tell me whom you would

pick if it were your own dearest lying in that bed.Yet I knew he wouldn’t. It wasn’t done. Often

enough I had heard Hal say to patients on the telephone, “I can’t recommend anyone in

particular, but I’ll give you the names of several excellent doctors. …”And I’d objected. I had

said, “Why can’t you recommend anyone in particular? If I were sick, or you, you would want

the best and you would know where to find it. But most people don’t know. They feel lost. Why

can’t you give them the one best name?”And he would explain, patiently, as he always did

when I raged against some detail of medical protocol:“Because usually there isn’t ‘the one best

name.’ Usually there are several highly competent people, equally competent, and the rest is a

matter of personality. An excellent doctor may be perfect for one patient and terrible for another

…“Because doctors depend on referrals. If I always referred patients to the same internist, the



other internists would never refer to me …“Because it’s dangerous to recommend just one

name. Suppose something goes wrong? ‘Dr. Lear, it’s your fault that my mother died. You told

me to take her to Dr. Zilch …’”It had made sense. To me, the doctor’s wife, it had made sense.

To me, the patient’s wife, it made no sense at all.We all went back to the apartment and sat

around in a family circle, looking at the floor.How do you pick a doctor? In Hartford, where he

had been a member of a close professional family for twenty years, I would not have had to

pick. They would have embraced us, taken us in and given us their best. Here, who cared? He

was a stranger, just two years on staff. The place was so immense that most of the doctors

were strangers to each other anyway. He had trained in this hospital a quarter-century ago. It

didn’t matter now. The professors he had cherished were dead or retired; the residents he had

trained with back in those improbable days when residents earned $20 a month and sold their

blood for pocket money, were cozy in their private practices in Boston and Kansas City.I knew

several cardiologists slightly. I did not doubt that he could get the best. Doctors can always get

the best. But in a vast, impersonal medical community, “the best” is the best reputation, and the

best reputation may be the smoothest bedside manner, the fanciest office, the biggest

chauffeured limousine double-parked outside the hospital; the best reputation may belong to a

bum. It happens. And how could you know unless you yourself were a doctor and had watched

him work? They would never tell on one another.I called three doctors we knew for advice.

Each one came up with a different name. David called his own doctor, Moses Silverman, a

hotshot cardiologist at another hospital, with a Who’s Who practice that extended across the

seas.Silverman was, in fact, in Europe at the moment. I spoke to his associate, Peter

Mason.“Who does the best cardiology?” I asked.“We do,” he said.“I mean at my husband’s

hospital. I’ve heard Werner recommended, and Roberts …”“Both excellent. You couldn’t go

wrong with either.”So I chose Roberts. I had known him slightly, years before, when I had first

come to New York to work and had been living next door to three young nurses. The interns

used to come and go, dating the nurses, marrying the doctors’ daughters … cool, smart young

Jewish gods diagnosing rare tropical diseases with assurance, coming at our breasts with

brash fingers, saying, “I’ve got to practice palpation.” Vague memories of Roberts, a good-

looking young man, smart and cocky as the rest; and the nurse Faye adoring him, telling me

once, “He has such gentle hands, you just know he’s going to be a great doctor. …”What the

hell, as good a recommendation as any other. And at least some human connection, however

long ago. I telephoned him, and he agreed to take the case.Everyone left. Did I want them to

stay? they had asked. No. In fact, I wanted desperately to be alone. I had to concentrate. In my

luggage was a journal. Just hours before he had been stricken in New York, I had been sitting

in a hotel room in southern France, writing in that journal of my fear that he might die. In the six

weeks that we had been apart, I had scribbled in that journal obsessively about dependency

and death and dread of losing him.Had it been premonition? Possibly. I am no believer in such

things, but possibly.There had been signs. We had been traveling together in England. He had

been depressed by a bad work situation, and one day, in a crowded pub, he had begun to cry.

It was utterly unlike him.“What is it?” I had asked.“I hate working for them, I hate them all, I

hate the whole damn setup,” he had cried, with such an urgent and impotent rage that I should

have guessed it might eat like acid into his heart. But I had guessed nothing; not consciously,

at any rate.At the end of June he had gone home, to the job that so depressed him, and I had

stayed on to finish magazine assignments in London and Paris. He would be returning in two

months for a medical convention in Spain. I would stay abroad, do my work, meander down to

the Riviera and meet him in Spain in September. A nice plan.The work part had gone well

enough. The work always went well. Press credentials, business luncheons, interviews—such



things are a form of belonging, a portable set of roots. But as soon as I had finished my work

and gone south to be a tourist, I was in trouble. Then I was a wife without a husband: another

story.It was my first vacation alone in twelve years of marriage. I saw it as a test. Before the

marriage I had traveled alone often, carrying self-confidence like baggage around the world.

Now it was a strain to go alone to a cocktail party across town.“Do you think I can manage on

my own?” I had asked him just before we’d parted in London.“Of course you can. You always

did.”“But I’m out of the habit. You’ve become my social security blanket.”“That’s nonsense.”

Knowing it wasn’t. “You travel alone all the time on assignments. You are a self-confident

woman, a …”“That’s professionally. Socially is different.”And so it had been.“Five days in this

place,” I had written in Cannes, “and I’ve yet to talk to a soul but waiters, chambermaids, hotel

clerks. In some sense I seem not to exist. Only couples exist. This terrible sense of dislocation,

invisibility … I keep wondering what the hell has happened to me. I used to be so adequate on

my own. Passing a mirror, sudden shocking confrontation: Oh, yes, that’s what’s happened.

You’re 42. To be a woman alone at 25 is okay. The world moves in on you. To be alone at 42, in

a Gallic Miami Beach 3,000 miles from your husband and from your women’s group that talks

about the expendability of husbands, is not so okay. Despite all our cool, bold talk, things really

haven’t changed that much.“Ah, stop it. Hiding behind chronology. The truth is, it has very little

to do with age. It’s this locked-in marital state of mind: two’s company, one’s an aberration.

…”“It is his problem too, I think. Did I suppose that only women grow dependent? Bullshit. It is

a symbiosis, after all. It is the price we pay for intimacy. Open Marriage, open schmarriage—

elegant theories that don’t work. Possibly there is no way to have intimacy without dependency.

You love, you need. …”“We have become so much to each other. It is so huge, this investment

we have made. It scares me. Too many eggs in one mortal basket. What if something

happened? How could one survive the loss of so much at once?“What a bloody Catch-22. The

better it is while you have it, the worse it will be when it’s gone. …”Scribbling on like that, just

yesterday. And then, last night, the telephone call. Ah, Hal. How’s this for irony? Our own

ironies’ are always so much more cosmic than anyone else’s.I put aside the journal and went

into our bedroom. It was a mess. Neither of us ever had given much of a damn about

housekeeping; a happy meshing of domestic incompetences. Socks and shorts on the floor,

tennis racket, many pounds of the Sunday Times. Bureau tops cluttered. On his nightstand, a

glass of Coke; an ashtray packed with ancient butts; an enormous pile of medical journals; an

old Village Voice. Bed greatly disheveled, as though by bad dreams or good sex.I wonder, had

that been what ripped his heart? The shock of unfamiliar flesh, sheets drenched with different-

smelling sweat, strange strokes and groans, heart pumping harder, harder, racing faster,

coming, coming, gone …Not that I would ever ask him. We never asked each other those

questions. We had seen marriages so open, the winds of candor came howling through and

blew them away. Anyway, people talked too much about such things. There was something so

ingenuously American about that, making such an earnest public fuss, as though it were a

problem to be solved at the next Town Meeting: Next on the agenda, we have this question of

whether it’s okay for married people to screw around. How many ayes? How many nays? Any

discussion? …Much too much discussion. It’s too complicated. It’s too trivial. Work it out for

yourself and keep your mouth shut. We both always knew where home was, and that was

enough. Right, Hal? But now, my pale darling, if you live, you probably won’t be able to play.

There’s an old medical joke for the occasion: Cardiac victim: “Will I be able to have sex,

Doctor?” Doctor: “Yes, but only with your wife. I don’t want you to get too excited. …” Ah, folk

humor.I went into his closet and closed the door and stood in the dark embracing his clothes,

smelling him. Who will take his clothes if he dies? His son, Jon? They won’t fit. But as



mementos, maybe. Yes, Jon will want his clothes. His books, his desk, his easy chair. Judy will

want his bathrobe—as a child, she loved to cuddle in his bathrobe—his granny glasses, his

collection of petrified wood. His pictures? How will they divide the pictures? Oh, God, the

pictures, hanging on walls, crammed into albums, stashed in boxes on closet floors … Hal

sailing his Sunfish in our beautiful Provincetown Harbor. Hal fighting the bull in some Mexican

town (during a medical convention, that one. They had staged a bullfight for the doctors and

then asked for volunteers. And suddenly there was Hal, bounding out onto the field, I yelling,

“Are you crazy? Come back here!” It was a baby bull, a mere trainee, but those modest horns

could hurt. They handed him the red cape and he did damned well, swirling the cape around

and holding his ground as the little thing snorted past him, the crowd cheering and whistling, I

laughing and screaming in fright. The Mexican doctors loved him for that one. For the rest of

the trip they would applaud whenever he appeared, chanting “To-re-ro!”). Hal in mortarboard,

holding his brand-new diploma, a beaming parent on either side. Hal in ensign’s uniform, World

War Two. Hal cradling baby Judy. Hal and Martha cutting their wedding cake, Hal and Martha

feeding pigeons in front of the Doges’ Palace, leaning out of balconies in the Leaning Tower,

poised in front of French châteaux, Aztec temples, Stonehenge—all the classic Kodak stuff;

grinning into the camera on dance floors, at football games, picnics, birthday parties, New

Year’s Eves, anniversary celebrations: twelve years’ worth of HalandMartha …And if he dies,

what will I do with all our conspicuous consumption? The stuff that crams these rooms, the

lamps and Portuguese rugs’ and second-rate French chairs and first-rate Irish crystal and

visions of him everywhere, in every single object, all the artifacts of an affluent-consumer

marriage?I will have none of it. None of it. I will run away from this place; I tell you, Hal, if you

die I will close the door and run away and never look back; I won’t even come to your funeral. It

won’t be much of a funeral anyway. We always told each other that whoever survives is to go

up in a little plane and scatter the ashes over Provincetown Harbor. Well, I won’t do it, Hal. Let

Jon scatter the ashes. Let Judy do it. Let your goddamned bad-artery cousins do it, whose

heart attacks are yet to come. I won’t be there, you bloody abandoning bastard. Oh, Hal. How

dare you do this to me, who loves you so?I came out of the closet and arranged myself

carefully on his side of the bed and buried my face in his pillow: faintly salty, smoky.Such a

damned big bed! At first I hadn’t liked it. When I lay reading by my bedside lamp, and he by his,

we couldn’t touch flesh, and always I liked to have the feel of the flesh. Sleep habits define a

marriage. We would fall asleep in the middle of that great bed, cupped belly-to-ass, like two

spoons. But in my sleep I would push, burrowing in ever deeper, as though to imprint myself

upon his body; and in the morning we were always both on his side, crowding the edge.What

would I do with the bed? In the beginning it had been only for sex and for sleep. But then it had

become, as the bed does, I suppose, in any marriage that lasts long enough and is decent

enough, a multi-faceted thing. Our playing field, our pizza joint, our corner pub, our library, our

battleground, our voting booth, our clubhouse—a style of life contained within its limits. A hell of

a lot to give to the Salvation Army.I picked up the phone, dialed the hospital and asked for

Patient Information.“Can you tell me Dr. Harold Lear’s condition?” I said.A pause, a rustle of

paper. “Critical but satisfactory,” a voice said.Chapter 4For the next thirty-six hours his situation

was precarious. They would answer none of my questions. They said only, “Let’s wait a couple

of days,” with little pats on the shoulder that filled me with dread.At the time, I thought it was

deliberate evasion. It was, partly. Most doctors—at least, those I have known, and they are

surely no better or worse than most—cope badly with families in times of emotional crisis.

Emotions make them nervous.But mostly, they told me nothing because they knew nothing.

When there has been a massive coronary, there is no telling which way it will go. It may simply



leave town like a tornado, having done its damage. It may start up again abruptly and spread,

killing more heart muscle. There may be a sudden cardiac arrest, possible instant death. They

watch. They say, “Let’s wait a couple of days,” with clumsy little pats on the shoulder. It is the

best they can do, which I tried to remember. A rule of thumb: Practically everyone means well.I

sat with him for five-minute intervals, twice a day, in the cubicle bathed with that monstrous

fluorescent light which gives everything white the dead waxen sheen of lilies. The nurses

swayed about him like lilies. He asked short, labored questions about my trip—questions

designed, I knew, to make me feel better. I had said of him once that this man would be

thoughtful on his deathbed, a comment that now kept exploding softly behind my eyes.I spoke

of the food and the weather, and he listened attentively. Vallauris is like Coney Island now, I

said. And you remember our secret seafood joint on that little back street in Cannes? It’s

everyone’s secret now. We’ll have to find a new place when we go back. … He nodded, he

smiled, his lips spreading sweetly beneath the nasal tubes. His eyes shone. His eyes were like

lifelines. My own notions of death have always demanded large visible traumas. A man who

smiles and listens so nicely is not a dying man.“He looks so well, wouldn’t you say?” I prattled

to a couple of the interns, and they shook their heads at me, not so much to say No as to say

This woman is crazy.I met Roberts on the third day, just after he had examined Hal. The

handsome young medical student was white-haired now, slightly pudgy, his face gone to

pockets and pouches of flesh. “You look wonderful,” he said. “So do you,” I said. Is he lying too?

Of course.“Your husband has had a bad attack, there’s no doubt of that. But we can’t tell yet

how extensive the damage is. Right now his enzyme levels are so crazy high that we’re getting

a very distorted picture.” When the heart muscle has been damaged, certain enzymes are

released and appear in abnormally large quantities in the blood. The larger the quantity, the

greater the presumed damage. A normal enzyme count is 40. A count of 80 suggests

significant damage. Hal’s count was then 400. “I think the house staff is being too pessimistic.

When the count settles down, we might find things aren’t as bad as they look right now.”“When

will you know?”“Let’s give it a couple of days. Did you have any other questions?”“Yes …” In

fact, I had written them down. The list was in my hand. Good doctor’s wife. I knew the intrusive

nuisance of the telephone call during busy office hours: “Oh, Doctor, there was one question I

forgot to ask you this morning. …”“Okay. Let’s go in here.”We went into a small visitors’ lounge

and sat down. A woman sat opposite us staring at nothing, like a catatonic or a mourner. Her

fingers were systematically ripping Kleenex tissues into shreds, and the pieces fluttered to the

floor, making a soft pile around her ankles. We ignored her. I read my first question:“What’s the

prognosis?”“I told you. We don’t know yet.”“The resident said ‘massive.’ …”“Idiot. He shouldn’t

have said that.”“What is the percentage of recovery from a massive attack?”“I don’t know.

There’s no point going by percentages.”“Can a damaged heart heal as good as new?” This

seemed to me a vital question. In my mind there was a vision of this heart lying broken, rather

like a bone. Hal had broken a knee playing football years ago and the past winter, in a skiing

accident, his ankle. Both had mended well. Bones could break and mend strong as they ever

had been. Could the same be true of a heart?“Sure. Good as new. Next question.”“What are

the chances of recurrence?”“No telling.”I looked up from my paper. “But you must have some

idea. There must be studies. How many heart-attack victims have second attacks within a year,

or two, or five?”“Oh, come on,” he said. “What do you have to know all that stuff for? You

reporters. Here, let’s see those questions.”He took the piece of paper from my hands.

“Prognosis … yup. Percentage of recovery … yup.Chances of recurrence … yup. Okay, I’ve

answered all these. Anything else?”“No.”“Are you sure? No questions about sex?”I stared at

him. “I beg your pardon?”“Aren’t you going to ask how long it will be before you can have



sex?”Sex. The prognosis for life is uncertain, and he wants to talk about sex? Is this a sick

joke? Is it a Peeping Tom-ism, a quaint form of reassurance, a diversionary tactic, what?

Actually I did understand. I thought I did. Medicine has its vogues, like any other business. Sex

was sexy now, as heart transplants had been sexy five years earlier. Fifteen years after

Masters and Johnson, thirty years after Kinsey, the medical profession finally had

acknowledged sex, and in a fine rush of overcompensation it was stomping the subject to

death. Doctor, I have this wart on my backside. Ah, so; how is it affecting your sex life? And

here was Roberts now, showing us both that he was of and with the moment. A misplaced

impulse, but surely benign.“No. No more questions,” I said.He looked faintly disappointed.In the

hours between our five-minute visits, I went home and did witless things. I spoke to myself in

the mirror. How can this thing have happened? I said. It is inappropriate. You are a mere girl,

not ready for the seriousness of life. One afternoon, out of what seemed a perfectly reasonable

impulse, I opened a dust-covered box and put on my wedding dress, a limp chiffon reeking of

mothballs, and my wedding cap, a little lump of a pillbox styled after those Jacqueline Kennedy

used to wear, and my white silk wedding shoes with toes like needle points; and I hauled out

our wedding album, which had lain at the back of a closet shelf for a dozen years, and sat for a

long time weeping over our dear departed myths: the bride, chastely encased in these same

veils; the groom, irreducibly strong and sure; and my father, now dead; and his mother, now

dead; and aunts and uncles and cousins, now dead. How extraordinary that they were gone

and silk shoes survived. Pillbox hats survived. Mere paper, here, these faint pencil marks,

survived. Something is mad in molecular structure, I said.I telephoned Hal’s superior, a

powerful man in the medical school, and asked him to come for a drink. He arrived bearing

consolation like roses, his eyes gentle but evasive. He knew what was coming.I sat him down

and slugged back a couple of Scotches and said, “It’s partly your fault. I blame you. You

encouraged him to come here. You encouraged him to build up his own program. You told him

he would be funded for five years. And when he had worked so hard and made a program that

was big and successful, you let them take it away from him. You sabotaged him. You don’t take

a man like that … his own successful practice for twenty years … such pride and skill …

demeaning him so … terrible stress …”He listened quietly, looking pained. Finally he said,

“Martha, you’re not being fair.”Goddamn passive resister. Not being fair, eh? But not altogether

unfair, either, eh? We both know that, don’t we?There was enough truth in what I was saying to

send him home feeling guilty, and that sent me to bed feeling better.On the fourth day, Hal’s

enzyme levels dropped somewhat. His life signs improved. Word went down to the Patient

Information desk to change “critical” to “fair,” and for the first time I had some sure sense that

he might survive.So there was no mourning to be done after all. And still I grieved without

knowing quite why or for what or for whom. Grieved, it seemed to me, for the loss of frivolous

things. Probably he will never be able to play tennis again. What a terrible loss. Or ski again.

How unbearably sad. Or run, or snorkel, or pick me up … Why is any of this important? What

hurts so damned much? Why this persistent sense of mourning?It was a mourning he had yet

to do. He would, of course. Every survivor of a coronary goes through it.On the fifth day, when I

entered the cubicle, he was sitting up in bed. He was still hooked into various wires, but the

nasal tubes were gone. He was fresh-shaven, and the cleft tip of his chin shone like satin, as it

always did after a shave.“This is ridiculous,” he said. Big grin. “I feel great. What the hell am I

doing with a heart attack? There must be a mistake.”Then, abruptly and deliberately, he began

to shake his arms and upper body. Lights flashed on the big black machine, a buzzer sounded

and paper began spewing out like ticker tape. He ripped off a section of the paper, studied it.

Then he shook his head and gave me a small, wry smile. “It’s no mistake,” he said. “Wow, have



I had a heart attack!”A nurse came running, warned by the red light flashing at her own desk

that the machine in this cubicle had been activated. That could mean trouble. And there sat the

patient, studying his electrocardiogram.“Dr. Lear, what are you doing?” she said.“Just

checking.”She rolled her eyes heavenward and went back to the nurses’ station.“Neat trick,” I

said. “How did you start the machine?”“Trial and error. It gets activated by any change in pulse

rate. So you just jiggle around like this …”He was getting much better. Well enough, almost, to

begin showing his rage.Chapter 5He felt comfortable. Relieved, almost. Finally the thing had

happened. Not that he had been sitting around waiting for his coronary; but he had known the

genetics, he had known the odds. On some level he had always expected it to happen, he had

moved through the years juggling intimations of infarctions and immortality; no cool act. And

now it had come and gone and he was still alive, grateful, astonished: Okay, I’ve had my heart

attack. It’s done.He knew that he had come close to the edge and that he was not yet on the

high ground. The monitor beside him was like a large pinball machine, given to sudden

animations, and he lay there thinking—the thought amused him, made him smile—that it might

perhaps light up and say TILT: you lose. Those sudden beeps and hums were not random.

They meant: now, at this moment, some change is happening in this man’s heart. But what sort

of change? Yes, there goes the beep again. Am I developing a different rhythm? Am I going

into shock? Another attack? Cardiac arrest? What is going on inside me at this moment?So of

course he felt wary. But not greatly agitated. It was out of his hands, after all. He was no longer

in charge. Other people were in charge. He could lie back now, aware that whatever they could

do was being done and hoping that it was enough. It felt quite pleasant, really. No responsibility,

no decisions to make. Nothing seemed crucial. Nothing could get close enough to seem

crucial. If they had come to him and said, “Sir, there is war. There are bombs. There is plague.

We must evacuate,” he would have told them, “I don’t work here. Don’t bother me: Do not

disturb.” He felt helpless and at peace.Later he would have to assume responsibility. He would

have to take his body, in which he himself happened to be housed and which he had abused

most dreadfully, treating it with a negligence he would not have shown to any other body in the

world, and restore it as best he could. That would take rethinking and retooling, big changes in

his life. But he didn’t want to think about it yet. There was no need to do anything—anything at

all simply to float here cocooned in this soft postcardiac calm, observing how curious this

familiar world looked from his new vantage point.Curious, even amusing, to lie here observing.

The doctor observing the patient. The patient observing the doctor; observing the other

doctors, the nurses, the orderlies, the water pourers and bedpan fetchers, everything inverted,

sights and meanings reversed, seen as through a mirror …So this was how it looked to sick

people. So strange! So many surprises.Who would have believed, for example, that the nurses

were so much more important to sick people than the doctors were? Doctors didn’t know that

at all. As a doctor, he had always thought of the nurse—it astonished him now that he could

have been so dense—as a sort of executive secretary. If she (always she) kept an orderly

desk, knew what was going on with the patients, took orders efficiently and gave the right pill to

the right patient at the right time, she was a good nurse.But now that he was a patient, he

could see that the nurses were … angels! Angels of mercy!They were with him constantly,

these woman figures. They were gentle and good. They fixed his pillow. They came when he

called for help. They said, “This will make you feel better” and “There, isn’t that better?” They

touched him with their hands, flesh to flesh. His succor. His lifesavers. His lifelines.The male

figures were with him for ten minutes a day. They were marginal figures, shadowy and cold.

They touched him with instruments—stethoscopes, blood-pressure gadgets. They had

condescending airs. They asked him many curt questions and grunted at him. He did not like



them.“Do you have any trouble breathing?”“No.”“Do you have any chest pain?”“Yes.”“How

bad?”“Slight.”“Oh. Do you have …”How quickly arrogance had been bred into these kids, these

baby-faced interns and residents. (So young! Had he looked this young when he himself had

been an intern, feeling so old in his dewy skin and in his nifty white coat?) How early they grew

pompous!The way they managed his chest pain, for instance. At first the pain had been severe,

and they had given him shots that sent him out into space. But then, as the bad pain passed

and he grew stronger and more aware, he did not want to be knocked out anymore. He saw no

medical indication for it. When a cardiac patient is feeling agitated, there is good reason to

keep him doped up. But he himself was feeling quite calm now. Remarkably calm, really.So he

said to one of the residents, “I am having only low-grade discomfort. But whenever I report any

pain at all, I get a shot. It makes me dizzy and disoriented. Could I have something milder?”The

resident got angry. He said, “There is a medication ordered for pain for you. If you want it, you

can have it. If not, you’ll get nothing.” And walked out, leaving him lying there, helpless.So he

went through the evening with this pressure in his chest. As soon as the shift changed, he

asked the next resident on duty, “Could I have aspirin instead of a shot? My pain isn’t

bad.”“Sure,” the resident said; a jewel, a rare bird. And soon enough the pain had disappeared,

and he hadn’t been knocked out.He realized then—something else he never had realized

before—what huge emotional investment doctors made in the orders they wrote. It was utterly

gurulike: Give the patient the green pill and say, “This is going to help you.” And in fact the red

pill might work every bit as well, maybe better, but the guru’s omnipotence is now tied to the

green pill. If the patient asks for something different, that is a challenge to medical authority

and must, like all such challenges, be faced down.This is annoying, he thought. Worse than

annoying: this is bad medicine. These people do not listen to the patient, they do not think in

terms of what is best for the patient. They are too enveloped in their own authority.Had it been

like this in that neat, clean, good little hospital, back there in Mount Sinai Hospital in Hartford,

Connecticut, where he had been in private practice all those years?Probably.Had he, then, as

an attending physician, been a party to bad medical care?Surely not. Never

deliberately.Undeliberately, then? By default? By his own obliviousness?That was what

appalled him now, his obliviousness. He had never had any notion how his patients were

treated by house staff. If they had been neglected or infantilized or patronized or otherwise

abused (as patients were; he saw it here so clearly), he would never have known unless they

complained. And patients seldom complained. They expected to take orders, as doctors

expected to give orders. It was part of the unwritten contract.He remembered an elderly man

upon whom he had performed a bladder operation. The man had a catheter in his penis. In the

night he rang for the nurse and told her that he was in pain and he thought the catheter was

not draining properly. She had telephoned the intern on duty, who was napping in his room.“It’s

just postoperative pain; there’s nothing wrong with the catheter,” the intern had said. “Give him

fifty milligrams of Demerol.”She had given the patient the shot. But later yet, toward dawn, the

old man had rung for her again and told her that he was in agony now, he couldn’t stand this

pain, and please, please call the doctor.She had called Lear at home at 5 A.M.“The intern

didn’t see the patient?” he had asked.“No. He ordered the Demerol by phone.”“And is the

catheter draining properly? Can you tell?”“I can’t tell.”So he had thrown on some clothes and

driven over to see the agonized old man, and of course the catheter wasn’t draining; it was

clotted with blood, the bladder bloated with urine that had no place to go. He had cleaned out

the tube, and then he had confronted the intern.“I could understand if you had seen the patient

and misdiagnosed the problem,” he had said. “But not even to bother seeing him, to let him

suffer unnecessarily for hours, to give orders by phone because you didn’t want to get out of



bed … If you can’t do better than that, I don’t want you taking care of my patients.”He had been

in a deep purple rage. Such negligence!But he would never have known there was anything

wrong—not that time, not any other—unless someone complained. Damn it, doctors should

know. They should care. Say, how’re they treating you? How’s the food? Accommodations

comfortable? Staff courteous? prompt service? Anything you need? Just let me know. …

Doctors never asked such things. He himself would never even have thought to ask. Didn’t that

make him negligent too?Ah. Bingo.Where the hell else, he thought, would you tolerate such

rotten service for $185.80 a day?And now, like a grievance committee, he began collecting

grievances.The way they distributed sleeping pills. Untenable.He himself always had ordered

sleeping pills P.R.N.: as necessary. That meant that the pill was available if his patients felt a

need for it at bedtime. Whether they took it or not was irrelevant in health care. But he himself,

something of a therapeutic nihilist, who resisted putting even aspirin down his own gullet, did

not like those pills. Always, he had cautioned his own patients to take them only when

necessary.Now that he himself was a patient, he could see what “when necessary” really

meant. It meant when necessary for the house staff. And for the house staff, sleeping pills were

always necessary. Sleeping pills meant that the nights would be more peaceful, fewer pains

perceived, fewer anxieties, fewer calls to the nurses’ station, less disturbance for the house staff

—less night work for everyone. So zap all the patients. Knock them out. P.R.N.And now he no

longer wanted sleeping pills. He knew he didn’t need them. And too, one became addicted so

easily, and doctors could stay addicted so gracefully: take out the prescription pad, write the

order, a little of the sweet, spacy stuff for Doc’s nasty old bursitis … In fact the addiction rate

among doctors was much higher than in the general population. It was just so damned easy.He

told a resident, “I don’t want those sleeping pills routinely. Why don’t you leave the order

P.R.N.?”The resident nodded as though he understood. But that night, when a nurse came in

with the nighttime medications, they included the same old knockout tablets.He said, “I’ll take

that one and that one and that one, but not those two.”A look of shock. “But you have to. The

doctor ordered them.”“Well, the patient refuses them.”He slept beautifully.The resident

sulked.The social atrocities committed by the staff! It was as though, by the simple act of

signing in, patients forfeited the right to be treated with respect.One day he lay in bed reading,

his door closed.Two white-coated figures came bursting in. One began yelling at him, “What

gave you the right to do that? What are you trying to do, make trouble?” Loud and abrasive.He

didn’t know what the fellow was talking about. He said, “Who are you?”“I’m the medical

resident.”“I know that. I can tell by your stethoscope. But what’s your name?”Flustered, the

resident quieted down, mumbled a name.“Well, I’m Dr. Lear. Now, what’s the problem?”The

problem was, it turned out, that they were in the wrong room. They walked out, leaving him

seething. Suppose they had been in the right room; what kind of way was that to talk to a

cardiac, or to any patient at all? And where else (prisons, of course) would total strangers

come bursting into your bedroom, eh? And in what medical classes, from what pig-skinned

professors, did these house-staff brats learn that it was permissible to so demean and

infantilize their patients? And why did no patient ever say, “Get the hell out of here! This is a

private room! Knock first!”? There was a reciprocal acceptance of the ground rules, and the

ground rules stank.They should make another rule, he thought. They should make a rule that

every doctor must spend one week a year in a hospital bed, That would change some things in

a hurry.“Get the hell out of here! This is a private room! Knock first!” he yelled at the still-

swinging door.The rage that he would later realize was directed at his own loss of power, he

directed at these people and these routines. He did not know that he was enraged. He thought

that he was annoyed. He thought that he was having great medicosociological insights about



doctors and patients and medical institutions and the relationships among them all.Actually, his

observations were valid enough. The people behaved quite as badly as he thought they did;

the system was quite as dehumanizing as he thought it was. It was simply that he had found a

convenient mesh of truth and consequence: So long as he focused on what was wrong with

the system, he did not have to deal with his own cardiac rage.Well, now, he thought, I myself

will not submit to these indignities. I will not be infantilized.He cast about for some declaration

of independence and found it in his hospital gown. This gown symbolized sickness. He was not

sickness. He was on his way to health.“Bring me my cutoff blue jeans,” he told me.“Your

what?”“You know. The ones I cut the legs off.”The ones that he wore when he sailed his

Sunfish in Provincetown waters, the ones that he associated with summer and good times.He

had been yearning for the sun. For days he had been nagging for permission to lie out on the

sun roof that was at the end of the corridor, perhaps twenty yards from his room. Finally

permission had been granted.“Yes, the jeans,” he said. “I don’t want to wear this damn thing”—

slapping angrily at a fold of the white cotton gown. “I want to get some tan on my chest.”So I

brought the sawed-off jeans that had seen him through ten summers, raveled and faded and

patched beyond any possible redemption, which was to say, in their prime; and he put them on

with soft fumbling motions and stood tall and extended an elbow to me, both of us trembling

with the fineness of this moment.“Shall we go?” he said.He was some sight. The jeans hung

loosely on him now. On the left side of the rump was a patch shaped like a fish. It said PISCES.

Beneath the fringed cuffs hung his legs, wrapped from ankle to knee in the white elastic

stockings that are used to keep bedridden patients from developing thrombophlebitis—blood

clots; and on his feet, his favorite Provincetown sandals.Slowly we proceeded down the

corridor. Other patients, in their pink nylon dusters and their seersucker robes, eyed him

curiously. Nurses smiled and winked. An orderly said, “Man, those sure are great sandals, Dr.

Lear.”“Why not?” he said.The twenty yards to the sun roof was a far longer distance than he

had yet been allowed to walk. He was unsteady on his feet and, toward the end, staggering.

We made it very slowly up the three steps to the roof level, and then he sank into a deck chair,

breathing heavily; smiled up at the sky; nodded some warm personal greeting to the trees and

gave himself up, ecstatically, to the sun.When we came back to his room an hour later, he was

exhausted but sun-warmed and mellow. Roberts was waiting.“Hi!” Hal said.Roberts looked

silently at the jeans, the brass-studded belt, the sandals, the PISCES patch. His face wrinkled

with acute distaste.“Why can’t you dress like everyone else?” he said. “You look like a

bum.”There had been this bad thing between them from the beginning. Hal did not talk to me

about it, not then; but he kept trying to analyze it.The man was strange. He was too distant, too

impersonal. He seemed unable to connect. It was fortunate that I can objectify myself, that I do

not need much emotional support, Hal told himself, buried deep in his own defenses; I would

never get it from this man.Roberts never looked at him or talked to him directly. Roberts never

called him by any name—not Hal, not Harold, not Dr. Lear, not Lear, nothing. Simply “you.” He

would come by twice a day, bury his head in the chart and say, “Well, you seem to be okay.” As

in the relationship between a building and a janitor.Why should this be? Was it something he

himself was doing? And if so, what? He wasn’t being a pest, he wasn’t asking any of the bad

questions. The bad questions were the nuisance questions, the up-against-the-wall questions

that doctors hated to hear: “Can I go home next Sunday?” “How long do I have to live?” “Will

this ever happen again?”—that sort of thing.Doctors learned soon enough to deflect such

questions. Throw them back at the patient. Make the patient responsible. This had never

occurred to him before, because doctors did such things unconsciously, more or less; but now

that he was watching and listening so hard, he could see that it really was a game, one of the



tricky little substructures of doctor-patient relationships. A professional ploy that might be called

“It’s Your Fault.” As in:“Why did the operation take so long?”“Because you lost so much

blood.”Not: “Because the surgeon blew it.”“Why do you keep making these tests?”“Because you

have a very stubborn infection.”Not: “Because I cannot diagnose your case.”“Why did I get sick

again?”“Because you were very weak.”Not: “Because I did not treat you competently the first

time.”“When can I go home?”“That’s up to you. There’s a lot of moisture in your lungs. …”Well,

he asked no such questions. He had asked one, once. “How long will I be in the C.C.U.?” he

had asked. “That depends on you,” Roberts had replied coolly, and he had asked no more.So

that was not the reason for Roberts’ hostility. He could smell this hostility; it hung on the man’s

skin like sweat.Could it be because he himself was a doctor? That would be the most obvious

thing. Many doctors got jittery when they were treating other doctors. It was nervous-making to

know that the patient beneath your stethoscope also was looking over your shoulder.Yes,

perhaps that. Or perhaps—this was a reach, but not impossible—because he worked in sex

research and sex therapy. And not only because he worked on that dark and pungent side of

the tracks, but because he had given up urology, a fine old rep-tie specialty, to do it.Roberts

might be hostile to that. Many doctors were. Every reputable sex researcher and therapist he

knew, from Masters and Johnson on down, was accustomed to the professional hostility.“Sex

therapy!” the gynecologists and proctologists would say, reddening, their laughter coming in too

tight and too fast on the words. “You call that medicine? Why don’t you go back to practicing

real medicine?”For sex was something they hadn’t been trained to consider at all. They had

been pointed toward some reverse goal, in fact, trained to look at the human body with

dispassionate eyes and touch it with dispassionate hands, sterile, antiseptic.Most clinicians

were less defensive these days. But there were still the inveterate tight-asses, and Roberts

might be one such.Whatever it was, it was bad. Roberts clearly was tense and uncomfortable.

Not that a doctor must play psychic toesies with his patients, but there should be a certain

emotional rapport in a cardiological relationship. A heart attack, after all, is an emotional trip.He

also seemed, in some odd, quirky way, uninterested. Plumped up with ennui. Only once did he

show real animation. It was one day when he stood at the foot of the bed reading the chart,

fiddling around meanwhile in his jacket pocket, and his hand came out with a scrap of paper.

His face lit up.“Oh, my gosh, I almost forgot,” he said. “I’m supposed to make arrangements for

a stable for my daughter’s pony.”Stable? Pony? I happened to be in the room at the time. Hal

had been in the middle of some question about his medications. We were both startled.“Pony?

Oh, how nice. Now, about those pills …”“Does that kid love her pony! You should see her ride

that pony. Boy, that kid …”Like someone who assembles ironing boards for a living. As though

he had been too long on this particular assembly line, it was too dull and predictable now, a

heart attack was a heart attack and what else was new?; and the anxieties of the cardiac had

become a bore as well, a broken record clicking forever in his ears; and the questions and the

depressions and the fearful tearful relatives and the anginal sweats and the emergency

admissions and the sudden collapses upon suburban tennis courts and the terrified calls in the

night and every known variation upon the malfunction of a pump—boring now, all of it, and the

only satisfaction left in being a doctor was that it provided the wherewithal to maintain his

daughter’s pony.Of course Hal couldn’t let it go. He brooded about it that night, muttering

“Pony!” to himself, and the next day he said, “Well, I did have a question about my medications,

but if there is something more important you want to talk about, like your daughter’s pony, we’re

certainly interested. …”“Is he always this impossible?” Roberts said to me. Furious, trying to

sound amused. “Not always. Hal, cut it out.”“Oh. You mean we’re not interested in his

daughter’s pony?”Thus they kept outraging each other. The chemistry between them positively



reeked. Hal tried to analyze it, and probably all the reasons he found were substantially correct.

But the most obvious one never occurred to him: he was being a pain in the ass.Most cardiac

patients are difficult, and perhaps he was even worse than most. Doctors make notoriously bad

patients. In some mystic way they consider themselves immune. Disease is something they

treat, not something that happens to them; and when it does happen to them, it is a terrible

affront, a traitorous inside job. So indeed he was hostile. But cardiologists are used to that, and

most of them learn to transcend it. Roberts wasn’t even generous enough to try.Roberts:

“We’re discharging you Sunday. Let’s go over the instructions, Food: stay on the low-sodium

diet. Exercise: You can start walking a block a day. Do not walk uphill or into the wind.

Resumption of normal activities: you should be able to start working part-time in three weeks;

full-time in six weeks. And I want to see you in my office a week from Monday. Do you have

questions about anything else?”Lear: “Yes. When can I start having wet dreams?”Roberts’ lips

go prunelike and he walks out.“I knew it!” Hal said. “I knew that tight-ass wouldn’t mention sex.

Can you imagine giving a cardiac instructions about everything you think he may be wondering

about, and never even mentioning sex?”“He mentioned it to me,” I said.“He did? When?”“The

first time I met him. When you were still in the C.C.U. He asked if I wanted to know how long it

would be before we could have sex.”He smiled. “Not long,” he said. “That hostile

bastard.”Chapter 6At home, I fussed about him as though he were a newborn. The simile is too

precise. In just that way I fussed and fluttered, kitchy-kooing, endlessly rearranging his

atmosphere bearing chicken soup and other placebos for my own nourishment; tiptoeing into

the bedroom, in the way of nervous new mothers, to put my hands and ears down close to

various body parts and satisfy myself that the baby still breathed in his crib.Once, when I could

see no rise and fall of the bedsheets, I even held a pocket mirror under his nose, as I had seen

them do in the movies. He stirred and understood in half-sleep this idiot thing I was doing.

“What are you so afraid of?” he murmured sadly.I didn’t know what I was afraid of. A crib death.

That he might die silently in his sleep. That he might wake, clutching his heart. That he might …

He was so tired all the time. He looked sick—far sicker here at home than in the hospital,

where his had been simply one of many pallors. He was having chest pains. “Healing pains,”

Roberts called them, explaining something about the fusing of scar tissue. Still: pains. I felt

uneasy. And the support system of the hospital was gone; no oxygen tanks, no instant

intravenous. I sent secret instructions down to our building staff: If I ever give three short

buzzes and two long buzzes on the intercom, call the police; call 911; call an ambulance; run

like hell to the hospital, get a wheelchair, just like last time, and get it up here fast.
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Patricia Ibarra, “Enlightening read. A book written by the wife of Dr. Harold Lear, a 53 year-old

urologist, who out of the blue suffers a massive heart attack. Her journey starts when she is in

Cannes, working as a journalist, and she receives the dreadful news. She flies back

immediately and will live with her husband every single step of this difficult process. From a

position as a very successful urologist, overnight Dr. finds himself living as a patient. His

condition is very serious and everybody knows he will die, but his desire to live give him three

additional years of life. However, the journey was not easy by any means. It was a shocking

book for me, because the author was able to convey with extreme accuracy what he felt all

throughout this period. We never stop to think what heart patients live through. Here we feel as

if the doctor were speaking directly to us, his pains, fears, anguish, suffering, hopes, and

desires. As an additional bonus, we get the insights of Martha, the wife, who was present in

this process. Her love, hopes, despair, discouragement, in short, the daily life of both. To make

matters worse, Harold as a physician is aware of all the blunders made by his colleagues,

feeling the despair that there is nothing he can do. It has been a long time since a book caused

such a harrowing impact on me. It faces us with our vulnerability and hope we never find

ourselves in such a position.”

Doodlebug, “Fascinating book!. My order arrived fast and in good condition. I am still about

halfway through the book, but I am enjoying it, if that's appropriate to say about such a heart-

wrenching story. It is packed with medical details and the person who is the main subject of the

book (the author's husband) is a doctor, so that lends an interesting perspective to this story

about struggling through heart disease and taking medical advice from people widely

acknowledged to be experts in the field.”

Susan Beaty, “A vivid memoir. I read this years ago and remember it vividly, which is saying

quite a lot since I read well over a hundred books a year. Ms Lear writes about learning about

her husband's heart attack while she was on assignment in France, and follows the couple

from the beginning of their ordeal through heart by-pass surgery and beyond. To this day I

remember specific scenes that have stayed with me over what must be close to 30 years since

the book was originally published in 1980. When I saw it was available for Kindle today for

$1.99 I immediately bought it. It's the story of the partnership between two people and how

they deal with the "in sickness" part of the marriage vows and the depth of love that makes

this possible.  It was a best seller for a reason, and I highly recommend it.”

Debenezer, “A story of courage. This book reminded me so much of my fathers struggle with

heart disease which ended with his death at age 51. It is, of course, a sad story, but what

stands out above all is Hal Lear's refusal to go gently into that good night. The story is of his

courage and the courage of his wife Martha. It is the story of both the amazing capabilities of

our medical care system and the sometimes mind boggling failures within that system. It is one

of the finest pieces of writing I've ever read. Every person who ever wants to work in the

medical profession in any capacity should be required to read this book.”

acerbas, “Beautifully written. It was made into a TV movie .... Probably the most heart

wrenching book I ever read. Beautifully written. It was made into a TV movie with James



Garner and Mary Tyler Moore in the lead roles. Also a wonderfully done film. I don't understand

why it was not transferred to DVD, excerpt perhaps that there is not a great audience for such a

sad story based on true events.”

TheWriter, “Heartsounds. This book is well written. The author writes about her own experience

and includes moving details about events and her feelings and inner conflicts. I bought this

book because I'm experiencing a similar life situation and my hope is that reading her story will

help me to process my experiences better. I also wanted to read this book because I had read,

"Where Did I Leave My Glasses?, another book by Martha Weinman Lear.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A book to be read by EVERYONE while everyone is .... A book to be read

by EVERYONE while everyone is well. Unless you and your family are sure you aren't going to

die.”

janet toland, “Five Stars. Amazing story of courage, love and loss. Actually cried in some parts

while reading.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Inspiring. I first came upon the film heartlands 30yrs. Ago. It gave me the

courage to cope with a serious illness which had radically altered my life and self perception.

Now,so many years later the book has again come to my rescue. Thank you martha for sharing

so much with us. You do more good than you know.”

The book by Martha Weinman Lear has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 29 people have provided

feedback.
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